ABSTRACT The use of machine learning (ML) algorithms to conduct prediction or analysis tasks in a data center networking (DCN) environment is gaining increasing attention today. Recent research in traffic prediction, abnormal traffic monitoring, and routing selection has led to significant progress by making full use of historical data and improved ML models. However, such approaches face challenges when dealing with graphical data. These approaches have limited capabilities to explore the information that is hiding in the network's topological structure. To solve these challenges, we study the problem of representation learning in DCN topologies. To serve as a bridge, we proposed a novel method, ''Topology2Vec,'' to learn the network topology and represent the nodes using low-dimensional vectors, which is useful in many topology-related tasks. Both network structure and performance are considered in our method to ensure that the representation can adapt to different requirements. To evaluate the effectiveness, we demonstrate this method in a controller placement problem as a typical use case using topological data from real-world data centers. The experiments show that the use of ''Topology2Vec'' as a premise has produced better results in terms of network latency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) approaches have achieved great success in a wide area of issues in information networks. As a result, there are a number of applications that have appeared in these years that benefit from such intelligent analysis solutions, such as in the areas of recommendation systems, image labeling and machine translation. Beyond the advantages, ML approaches face challenges when dealing with graphical data because of the sparsity and multi-relations among nodes. To solve these problems, some solutions have been proposed to represent the network structure, such as matrix decomposition, representation learning and feature selection. Such methods provide ML methods a better way to understand both the data and graphical structure at the same time. In addition, many methods have been well applied in different information network scenarios, such as node classification, community detection and link prediction, to name a few.
However, to the best of our knowledge, although there are many similarities among various network studies, there is little effort on learning the latent representations of traditional communication network environments, such as data center networking(DCN). Moreover, we believe that many problems in DCNs such as path selection, traffic engineering and task allocation could benefit from a better explained network topology. Thus, it inspired us to learn the network representations of DCN topology and make the topological information be more comprehensive for machine learning methods.
To fill the gap, we propose the network representation learning method for DCNs' topological analysis which illustrated in Figure 1 . Topological representation learning aims to serve as a bridge that connects ML approaches and graphical data-based DCNs issues. DCN topology describes the connection status between nodes [1] . Therefore, we learn the representations from the topology to find the potential connection among network nodes and represent the features using low-dimensional vectors. In information networks, there are already some embedding solutions that can be used. However, they cannot be directly used in DCNs since it is a more specific scenario. First, the nodes and the links may change due to device failures so that we should treat it as a dynamic network [2] . Therefore, we select a random walk-based method to sample the network. Second, existing methods care about the node proximity to describe the similarity among the nodes or discover the community structure. In communication networks, we pay much more attention on the transmission capability between nodes so that we define it as the reachability in our work. Third, the network performance should be considered in the representation learning results which is not always necessary in information networks. To meet such requirement, we give a biased random walk to guarantees that a pair of nodes with better link performance will result in a higher frequency of appearing in the sample result set. As a consequence, we need a local-structure sensitive, parallelizable and effective representation learning method that is suitable for the DCN environment. To solve this problem, we proposed Topology2Vec in this paper, which aims to concurrently learn the potential connections properly and represent the network status information in the vectors. This representation optimized for DCNs' topological analysis would be beneficial for the topology related problems that could be addressed with ML methods.
To demonstrate our work's potential in DCN issues, we evaluate its effectiveness in a typical scenario: the controller placement problem, which is an important network resource management problem that can be solved by ML algorithms. The main concern of the controller placement problem is how to find the proper location according to DCN's topology. To solve the problem, there are already some studies that use improved clustering algorithms to obtain the placement strategy. In addition, we distance ourselves from existing works by first exploring DCN's topology to obtain a latent representation. Then, we use existing ML-based network partition algorithms to find a better answer.
Our contributions are as follows:
1) We propose the topology representation problem in the DCN environment. To the best of our knowledge, this study describes the first attempt to use a latent representation learning method to describe DCNs' topology; 2) To solve the topology representation problem, we use an embedding-based method called Topology2Vec to generate a group of vectors to generalize the topology and network status; 3) To demonstrate the validity, we select the controller placement problem in the DCN as a typical scenario.
Our experimental results show that our approach has better performance than the state-of-the-art solutions without using representation learning as a premise. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we survey the related works briefly. In Section III, we discuss the topological representation problem in the DCN environment. We present Topology2Vec in Section IV, which is our method to obtain the latent representation of the DCN's topology. In Section V, we use the controller placement problem for validation and give the experimental results. Finally, we close with a discussion and conclusions in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Since we are among the first works that discuss the latent representation of DCN's topology, there are few similar works in the extant literature. Therefore, we discuss the technical background and previous work in information networks in this section instead. In this section, we explain three problems. First, we briefly introduce the unsupervised learning in ML; second, we introduce the related works of the network representation learning problem in information networks and explain the differences and connections in the same issues between information networks and DCNs; third, we survey some related works for the controller placement problems and explain that why we choose it as a typical application scenario.
In machine learning area, unsupervised learning [3] is a typical method to learn features and hidden structures from a large amount of data without training samples. With the development of distributed computing techniques, there are many computing platforms for training a more complex model. Moreover, data diversity is much better than before, which benefits from all kinds of evolving applications. Briefly, plenty of computing resources and better data VOLUME 6, 2018 volume and quality promote the continuous development of unsupervised learning in many academic areas, such as natural language, knowledge graphs, computer imaging and visions [4] .
For the network representation learning problem, many researchers resolve it using unsupervised learning models in which network embedding is an attractive method [5] , [6] . The concept of network embedding(NE) [7] is rather simple: it learns latent features from the original high-dimensional spaces and uses low-dimensional vectors to represent the learning results. The difficulties and challenges are the non linear characteristic of networks and how to address a multiple-order relationship between a pair of nodes. There are already many typical research methods: deep walk [8] , which was inspired by word2vec in the language processing area. It used an unbiased random walk to capture the statistic information of the graph by treating the walks as a set of sentences. As the first piece of works that generalize the language modeling method into network representation learning, it gives us a effective, flexible and scalable way to generated a better sampling of the graph; node2vec [9] , which is based on deep walk and provides an improved random walk to obtain features by setting different weights for DFS and BFS. Different from DeepWalk, node2vec introduce two hyperparemeters to control DFS and BFS accordingly. Such thought allowed the method apply to discover the local structure for specific problems like community structure identification. Line [10] , which uses a simple objective function to reserve the firstorder proximity and second-order proximity simultaneously. All of these methods have good experimental results and are scalable.
The information networks and traditional communication networks share some connections. For example, most of these networks have a homogenous network graph structure and face the sparsity challenge that limits the ML methods' abilities. This challenge is fully explained in that the information network representation learning method would be useful in traditional communication networks. Meanwhile, they have some differences as well. First, the information networks are generated from entities' interactions and behaviors from different application scenarios. Different scenarios give the networks different property: In social networks, the node and links may change often while the graph structure could be stable in a biological medicine composition network. However, the DCNs environment is a more specific scenario that we need to consider the dynamic status of the nodes and links. They would be changed when routing changes occur, the link performance changes and path failures occur. The dynamic nature affects the nodes and links and then spreads to the entire network's topology. Therefore, we need a sample method that can be adapt to the network topology changes. Second, representation learning method in information networks is mainly used to extract the proximity between nodes to describe the node similarities while in communication networks, we want to explain the reachability in the low-dimensional vectors. Third, for many DCN topological issues, we care about both the network performance status and the structures. Except for the node relations, we need to capture the link performance based on the specific DCN issues requirements. Thus, the connections between nodes are determined by the network performance and physical links together. Therefore, the network status and topological structures should both be considered to obtain the potential relations between nodes for the topological representation learning problem in communication networks.
To take advantage of the network embedding methods and represent the DCN's topology properly, we propose Topology2Vec in this paper, and we choose the controller placement problem(CPP) [11] for verification. There are many issues in DCNs can be benefit from the learning results of the DCN topology representation problem and CPP is a typical one. The main concern of this problem is how we can find the proper location based on the DCN's topology and the everchanging network status. Existing works attempt to resolve this problem by the improved clustering method, which could reduce the problem's scale [12] , [13] . Different from other works, we resolve the problem in a more general way by learning the topological structure as a premise for minimizing the lack of topological information.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
As a premise, we define the data center's topology, and then, we formally give a clear definition of topology representation problem in this section. First, we define the data center topology as follows:
Definition 1 (Data Center Networking Topology): A data center's networking topology is defined as an undirected graph G = (V , E), where V is the set of network devices, and E is the set of links between network devices. For every link e = (u, v) ∈ E , it is associated with a weight w u,v , which represents the performances of different links. Since G is an undirected graph, we always have w u,v = w v,u .
In practice, the intra data center network topology takes the primary responsibility in the network construction and transmission [14] , [15] . They are either electrical elementbased or optical/wireless element-based, which provides the graphical description. The DCNs' topologies are always undirected. Meanwhile, the weights of the links can be 0/1 or non-negative real values. According to specific problems, the weight of the links may diverge with the link's performance or the link's usability.
From a graphical structure perspective, DCN topologies may be static or randomly generated. However, each of them brings challenges for learning such a large-scale graph. For most topology related problems, we often use the adjacent matrix representation with a high probability of information loss since the matrix has difficulties to represent the highdimensional graph structure. From adjacent matrix, we can only obtain some summary statistics such as degrees and link information. Moreover, the ever-increasing scale of DCNs makes it difficult to find an efficient way to explain the topology. Motivated by the challenges and requirements, we apply the network representation learning method to DCNs that functions as a bridge between the original DCN's topology and applications. To achieve the goal, we start with the local graph structures between the nodes based on a set of random walks, and then, the topological structure would be preserved. Therefore, we define the nodes' reachability to represent the pair-wise relationship between the nodes. The node reachability usually indicates the relationship between two nodes in a practical DCN. Generally, the node reachability cannot consider the direct link only because the missing link between a pair of nodes does not mean that they are unreachable. Meanwhile, the adjacent relations between two nodes do not always indicate higher node reachability. In existing works, this relationship is generally modeled either by a simple matrix or a complex model that concurrently considers the links' performances on the path, the average path length and the congestion level. In addition, each of them has some drawbacks since the global structure and performance status are difficult to integrate. In our work, we use a representation learning method to explore the reachability using the concurrent perspectives of the topology structure and network status. For most network representation learning methods, the objective is the information networks, which originate from social media, recommender systems and social community's data. Most of the existing studies focus on the proximity(the proximity is indicated by a direct connection using an existing edge or indirect connections that share many same neighbors) among the nodes and the network representation target is to represent the proximity using vectors. In communication networks, we mainly discuss the reachability between two network devices. The directconnection indicates that there is a physical link between two network devices and the indirect-connection illustrates that there are many paths between them. In graph sampling step of representation learning, such observations in the information networks and DCNs are the same sampling objective: to estimate the likelihood of the sequence of nodes. Therefore, we can the similar thought in existing works to learn the DCN topology. To consider the network performance in the reachability, we give an improved method that based on a biased random walk to make the topological learning results be closed with the real reachability for different applications. And the details will be discussed in Section IV.
IV. LEARNING THE REPRESENTATIONS BY TOPOLOGY2VEC
A well-designed representation learning method for the DCN environment should satisfy both validity and efficiency. First, the method must be able to preserve the global view of the topology using the local structures between the nodes. Second, it must be able to adapt to different applications' requirements because they may care about the reachability of node in different aspects. Third, the method should be scalable for the increasing size of the DCN. In this section, we propose our representation learning model for satisfying the three objectives. In our model, we give two types of random walks to catch the local structure and then learn the representations using the Skip Gram [16] model.
A. STANDARD RANDOM WALKS
A random walk is a stochastic process that starts with a node, randomly moves to the neighbor node and repeats the process over the chosen step length. A set of random walks on the graph can catch the local structures, and it is independent of the historical trace. By repeating the process that is mentioned above, we can easily get the global knowledge of the graph.
By taking advantage of the facts, in traditional communication networks, we use many kinds of random walks for wireless sensor network routing [17] , traffic analysis [18] and preserving source location privacy [19] . The randomness and the changeable step length make it an effective, energy-saving method for network data gathering. Moreover, we found that the random walk process is actually a great method for sampling the network to find the node relations because it is adaptive to the local structures' changes and is parallelizable. Therefore, a number of studies use it as an efficient way to learn the non-linear relations among nodes that exist in a graphical structure. These characteristics and successful research attempts motivated us to use it to sample the DCN topological graph, which is often dynamically changed and large-scale.
We formally define a standard random walk on a DCN's topological graph. The step length len is fixed and the walk is started with node u. The next node is denoted as v and the degree of u is denoted as d(u). Then, node v is selected by the distribution as follows:
B. BIASED RANDOM WALKS ON DCN'S TOPOLOGY
A number of graphical representation methods are based on random walks and the results are affected by which neighbor should be selected in the next hop in a walk. The local searching problem can be affected by two factors in a DCN's topological graph: the topological structure and what kind of reachability we need to learn each pair of nodes. For more complex problems such as the network congestion prediction or the network traffic prediction, we should consider VOLUME 6, 2018 the topology and network status concurrently [20] . When dealing with such problems, we use a limited length of each walk and a bias selection strategy to select the next hop. This method guarantees that the neighbor selection is decided by a comprehensive evaluation that includes the problem's perspective, the link's performance and the topological structure to obtain the task-sensitive sampling results. In addition, for the problems that are only affected by the network's topology, we can directly use the standard random walk instead. Briefly, the basis of our Topology2Vec method is using a set of random walks to sample the topology and acquire global knowledge by learning the relations between nodes. According to the applications' requirement, the node reachability may not be only related to the topological structure. For example, in a congestion prediction problem, we should know which nodes are close on the topology and also the performance of their paths. In these cases, we can use a biased and truncated random walk instead of the basic one to make the sampling results more closed to the task-sensitive reachability. Therefore, when we need to select the next node in a walk, we use the weight to describe the link's performance and the probability of selection will be decided by the weight. The weight can be obtained by a regular network performance evaluation approach. To account for the efficiency, the limited length of each walk is fixed. The above process guarantees that a pair of nodes with better link performance will result in a higher frequency of appearing in the sample result set.
The bias random walk should account for the fact that the local structures and the link's performance would be viewed as a whole. To calculate the link weight, we can consider a general scenario in the DCN that regards the latency, available bandwidth and packet loss rate as the most important performance indices [21] . A set of parameters can be used to describe the order of importance since different transmission tasks may dictate that we pay attention to different indices. For example, the latency will be important in video transmissions, and the available bandwidth may be the major concern in massive data transmissions.
In particular, we give an example in the Figure 2 . We have a random walk that resides at node A, and we need to select the next hop from its neighbors {B,C,D}. The transitional probability can be represented by the edge weight, which is calculated by the link performance evaluation model. The next hop selection process can be formally described by the follows:
In this way, we expect that the consideration of the link's performance effectively satisfies the task-sensitive requirements and better preserves the information of the topology. 
C. LEARNED THE VECTOR REPRESENTATIONS
After the sampling process, we can explore the whole topology through a stream of fixed-length, biased or standard random walks. As a premise to learn the vector representations, given all the previous nodes in a walk, the likelihood of node v i can be described by the following:
The optimization problem can be defined as follows:
Then, we use the Skip Gram model to finish the representation task. Meanwhile, it can be replaced by any other approach with similar thoughts. The Skip-Gram model is induced from the NLP models that have no hidden layers when compared to neural networks. Existing works indicated that it can be trained to achieve good results by using a proper sampling method as its basis. The optimization problem can be transformed by the Skip-Gram model to the following:
Conventionally, we use the hierarchical softmax to compute the conditional probability, and each node will assign to the binary tree's leaves. Then, we model the probability over node v i as a variable-length sequence of tree nodes. The conditional probability in Equation (5) can be rewritten as
where l is the length of the path from the root node to v j , θ j k−1 ∈ R d is the parent node's vector representation of node k, d j k identifies the positive set and negative set, and
is the probability that node k that falls into a positive sample set. Then,
Then, the optimization problem of Equation (3) is as follows:
For the optimization, the Stochastic gradient decent (SGD) [22] is used to update the parameters f (v i ), θ j k−1 :
Following the process above, we finally obtain the lowdimensional vectors to represent each node of the DCN topology. In addition, the distance between each pair of vectors indicates the reachability between nodes accordingly.
V. USE CASE: CONTROLLER PLACEMENT PROBLEM
We believe that many issues in DCNs or other communication networks like optical networks [23] would benefit from the representation learning of network topology, such as path selection, traffic engineering and network configuration [24] . To evaluate our method, we assess the effectiveness and performance on the controller placement problem (CPP), a typical network resource management problem that was first discussed in [11] .
Since the SDN technique has been widely used in the DCN environment [25] , the single controller's shortcomings have gradually emerged. The growing scale of large data center networking means that the need of scalability may not be satisfied by one single centralized controller pattern. Then, attention has turned to multiple controllers in the control plane. Therefore, the usability of this plan is determined by whether we can find an optimized placement strategy. In an SDN-enabled network, the CPP heavily affects the controller resource allocation, the fault tolerance and the latency among controllers. Existing methods usually use improved machine learning algorithms to find the network partition solution to obtain a reasonable number and localization of controllers. However, the increasing scale of the topology, the difficulty when dealing with graphical data and multiple optimization objectives make the CPP solution more challenging.
To address this problem, we use Topology2Vec as a premise to find an effective controller placement strategy while maintaining only one clustering method. The experimental results indicated that the existing methods obtain better performance since the proposed method gives them a good understanding of the topology.
A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this use case, we assume a typical SDN based DCN environment and the topology was maintained by the controller. Each node represents a network device and each link represents the physical links.
The controller placement, the optimized controller locations, and the minimization of the latency are problems in these conditions. In the SDN-enabled network, both the packet propagation latency and packet processing latency are critical [26] since they affect the communication costs and control message delivery. Therefore, we usually start with a network partition thought, as shown in the Figure 3 , for solving the CPP by shortening the network latency. Most existing studies follow the network partition thought, where they adopt the shortest path distance or the Euclidean distance in the CPP, which is calculated from the adjacent matrix of the topology to present the relations among nodes. Then, they use an improved clustering algorithm such as the k-center, VOLUME 6, 2018 k-means or density cluster method to get a better network partition strategy and finally solve the CPP. These solutions concurrently reduce the problem size and obtain a reasonable number of controllers. However, they have some drawbacks. First, the topological structure information is lacking in such methods. Second, the solutions have limited scalability to meet the increasing size of the DCN.
Therefore, we use the representation learning method called Topology2Vec to explore the DCNs' topology and then combine it with some network partition algorithms to obtain the topology partitioning strategy. The representation learning of the topology can make the best use of the available information that is hiding behind the network structure and represent the nodes in a low-dimensional space, as an example shown in the Figure 4 . The learning results are in the form of vectors so that they are friendlier to most ML approaches. In addition, the random walk-based sampling method in Topology2Vec guarantees that the parallelprocessing capability can meet the scalability requirement.
B. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance of our proposed method that is combined with the DBCP, the standard Kmeans and the Optimized K-means in terms of the average latency of end to end communications and inter-controller communications. We run our simulation using Python to model the different network environments with a real-world data set of the DCN topology and implement several different CPP solutions to obtain the performance variation with/without using the Topology2Vec method.
1) DATASETS
The topology we used in our experiment is obtained from the Topology Zoo, which consists a number of real-world data center network topologies [27] .
2) COMPARED METHOD
We compare our method, which is termed 'Topology2Vec', against the following baselines that use adjacent matrixes to represent the topologies and the lengths of paths to represent the relations between a pair of nodes:
• DBCP [12] : This approach uses a density-based switch clustering algorithm to split the network and obtain the optimal number of controllers using the network partition. For each sub-network, the DBCP deploy one controller to guarantee low-time consumption, propagation latency and fault tolerance.
• Standard K-means: Here, the K-means clustering algorithm uses a standard process to split the network by using random sampling to obtain the initial partitions and centers.
• Optimize K-means [13] : Since the initial stage of the standard K-means uses the random sampling method, it cannot guarantee that the latency can be well minimized. Therefore, [13] formulated the CPP as a network partition problem from the perspective of network latency. This method used an optimized K-means to obtain the network partition and centroid. By using the initialization method that was proposed in [28] , the optimized K-means achieves shorter latency and better performance than the standard one. In the experiments, we use Topology2Vec as a premise to study the variation of the latency metrics, including the end to end communication latency and the inter controller communication latency. For the end-to-end latency, it consists of the switch-to-controller latency, the controller-to-controller latency and the controller-to-switch latency. It describes the performance of network transition layer. The experiment results shown in the Figure 5 indicate that the three network partitioning methods that are integrated with Topology2Vec have a much better performance compared to the original methods with respect to the end-to-end latency. In the Figure 6 , the experimental results that compare the performance of the inter controller latency reflects the transition efficiency among controllers. Our method shortens the inter controller latency for all three methods, which would achieve better efficiency for controlling the message delivery in the control layer. In addition, among the three original methods, the DBCP has much better performance than the standard K-Means and the Optimized K-means. Integrated with our proposed method, we still improved the performance of the DBCP, which explains that the existing CPP solution can be improved significantly through comprehensive topological representation results.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce the topology representation learning problem for DCN environments and proposed Toplogy2Vec, a novel network representation model for the DCN that concurrently preserves the topological structure and network status. The learning results are closer to the reflection of the real reachability among nodes. Our proofof-concept evaluation in the use case indicated that Topology2vec can learn the topology effectively and simplify for the controller placement problem in the SDN-enabled DCN through better topological representations. For future work, we would examine more efficient link sampling methods to reduce the computation costs. In addition, we will use our method in collaboration with other machine learning algorithms to solve the traffic prediction task in the DCN environment.
